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THE INDEX OF A HOLOMORPHIC MAPPING AND THE

INDEX THEOREM

TÔRU ISHIHARA

Abstract. The index theorem for a harmonic mapping of riemannian

manifolds is given. Let /: M -> N be a holomorphic mapping of Kaehler

manifolds. Then it is shown that the index of / is zero and that a Jacobi field

along/is a holomorphic section of the bundle f*T(N) induced by/.

1. Introduction. Let M be an m-dimensional smooth compact riemannian

manifold with or without boundary and N an «-dimensional smooth

riemannian manifold. We take M to be oriented. Let /: M -> N be a smooth

mapping. In §2 we will discuss simply the variational problem of the energy

integral E(f) = ¿/M||/*||2 * 1- In particular, we describe the second varia-

tional formula for a harmonic mapping of M to N, which was given by E.

Mazet [4] and R. T. Smith [7] when 8A7 = 0. Applying Smale's index

theorem [6], J. Simons got the index theorem for minimal varieties [5].

Similarly, we can get the index theorem for a harmonic mapping.

Let f: M -* N be a. holomorphic mapping of Kaehler manifolds. Then it is

a harmonic mapping. In §3 we will compute the second variation in the

complex case and prove the index of/is zero. Denote by f*T(N) the bundle

induced by/from the tangent bundle T(N). A section of f*T(N) is a Jacobi

field along /iff it is holomorphic.

2. The index theorem. Let ds2M = 2w,2 (resp., ds% = Sw*2) be a riemannian

metric on M (resp., N), where o>, (resp., to*) are local differential forms in M

(resp., TV). (Throughout the paper, indices i,j, k (resp., a, b, c) have the range

1,..., m (resp., 1, . . ., «).) We will follow the notation and terminology of

[1] in this section. The structure equations of M are given by

d<¿¡ = 2 Uj, A "y/,   day = 2 "* A <%• - j 2 RJki<^k A «,.

Similar equations remain valid in N and we will denote the corresponding

quantities by the same notations with asterisks. Let A" be a vector field on M

with components X'. Then div X = SA",', where Xj are the components of the

covariant differential of X given by 2XJOj = dXl + 2XJuß. Let * 1 be the

canonical riemannian volume form on M and to the canonical riemannian
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volume form on the boundary dM. Now, Green's theorem is described as

follows.

( 2*/*l-f   I.X'v'a,
JM JdM

where v' are components of the unit outward normal vector field to the

boundary 3A/.

Let /: M -» N be a smooth mapping. Then its differential /„ is represented

locally as f*(o¡*) = S/l/'w,. Denote by A? the components of the covariant

differential of/„, that is,

2 Ago, = dAf + S^S + 24?«£,-

The energy integral of/is given by

1
E(f) = \f S(Afl)2*i-

z   JM

Let (/,} be a variation of/, i.e.,/, = f(-, t): M X I —> N is a smooth mapping

with /0 = /, where / = [0, 1]. If /, = / on the boundary 3A/, it is called a

variation fixed on the boundary. In this case the smooth section U = (3//9?)0

of the induced bundle/* 7(N) vanishes on 3 A/. Let U" be the components of

U. Using Green's theorem we get

Proposition 1.

/ is a critical point of E for variations fixed on the boundary if it is harmonic,

i.e., "2A¡¡ = 0. Moreover, it is a critical point for all variations if it is harmonic

with boundary condition 2^4/V = 0 on dM.

Let/(J be a 2-parameter variation of a harmonic mapping/: M —> N. Put

U = (3/w/3/)o,o anc* V = (dfls/ds)00. Uf (resp., U°j) are the components of

the first (resp., second) covariant differential of U. R. T. Smith defined the

second variational operator Jf by

(•W= -(2 US + ̂ R*abcäAtUcAf),

where R*^ is the curvature tensor of N. Now we have

Proposition 2.

d2E(f„s)

dtds /o,o    7m 3A/

In the case 3M = 0, the above formula was given by E. Mazet [4] and R.

T. Smith [7]. Later on in this section we treat only a variation fixed on the

boundary. Therefore we assume that the domain of the operator Jf is

C£°(f*T(N)), the space of sections of f*T(N) vanishing on dM. An element

of Ker Jf is called a Jacobi field along f. Let index(/) be the sum of the
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dimensions of the eigenspaces corresponding to negative eigenvalues of Jf.

Nullity(/) is the dimension of Ker Jf.

We will apply Smale's index theorem to our case. We refer to [5] and [6] for

the basic facts about the theorem. Let M be a compact manifold with

boundary. Let g, = g(-, t): M X I ^ M be a smooth mapping with g0 =

identity. M, denotes the images of M under gt. {g,} is called a contraction of

M if Mt c Ms whenever t > s. (g,} is said to be of e-type (e > 0) if the

volume of A7, with respect to the induced riemannian metric is less than e for

every sufficiently large /. For every e > 0, there exists a contraction of e-type.

Let/: M ^> N be harmonic. If Nullity(/|M) > 0, 3A7, is called a conjugate

boundary of/.

Theorem 1. Let M be a compact manifold with boundary. Let f: M —» N be a

harmonic mapping. Then there exists e such that if ( g,) is a contraction of

e-type, the number of conjugate boundaries is finite and

index(/)=    2    Nullity^,).
0</<l

Proof. Take normal coordinate systems {*'} and {ya} in neighborhods of

an arbitrary point p of M and f(p), respectively. Let U be any section of

f* T(N) with components U". Then atp Jf has the expression

W^-^^Ç-^R^A'U'A?
dx~

with respect to {x') and {y"). Using the same argument as in the proof of

Proposition 1.2.3 in [5], one can prove that Jf is strongly elliptic and has

uniqueness in the Cauchy problem. Therefore, the result follows from the

main theorem in [6].

3. Jacobi fields along a holomorphic mapping. Let M and N be Kaehler

manifolds with dimensions 2m and 2«, respectively. The hermitian metric of

M (resp., N) can be written as ds\¡ = 2to,w, (resp., dsf/ = 2to*tô*) where to,

(resp., u*) are local complex-valued linear differential forms of type (1, 0) in

M (resp., N). The connection forms u„ in M are characterized by the

conditions

dut = £ to,. A uß,   "¡j + üji = 0,

duij = 2 uik A ukj + 2 R{k,uk A "/■

Similar equations are valid in A'. We will denote the corresponding quantities

by the same notations with asterisks.

Assume that M is a compact Kaehler manifold with or without boundary.

Let/: M -* N be a smooth mapping. Then we can put

f«) = lAfa, + 2^Ä = 2^/«/.
where we use the notations /* = m + 1 and to,. = to,-. (In this section, indices
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/, J, K run from 1 to 2m.) Set

E'(f) = f 2W)2 * 1    and   £"(/) = f ^(A?.)2 * 1.

Then the energy integral is given by E(f) = E'(f) + £"'(/). Let Afj be the

components of the covariant differential of /„,. From the definition / is

harmonic iff ~2A°, + 2^4,2, = 0. But since Afj is symmetric in I and J, it is

harmonic if 2/4,°. = 0 or if *LAf.¡ = 0. Now / is holomorphic (resp., anti-

holomorphic) iff A?. = 0/ (resp., A° = 0). Hence if it is holomorphic or

antiholomorphic, it is harmonic.

Let/, (/ G Z) be a variation fixed on the boundary. Then we know

Proposition   3   (A.   Lichnerowicz).   For   all   t E I,   dE'(f)/dt =

dE"(f,)/dt.

Next, we want to study the second variation of E'. Let/(i be a 2-parameter

variation of a harmonic mapping /: M —> N, i.e., ftjt = /(•, t, s): M X I X I

-> N is a smooth mapping with /00 = / and fts = / on dM. The differential

(fj)* is regarded as a/*i7(Af)-valued 1-form on M X I X I and it has the

local expression

(1) £(*£) = 2 B?<»i + B%dt + Ba_ xds = 2 B^,

where w0 = dt, w_, = ds. (In this section indices <í>, <fr, @ have the range

— 1, 0, 1, . . . , 2m.) There is a covariant differential operator naturally in-

duced on the bundle/*,T(N). The covariant differential of (/,_,)» is given by

(2) ¿a ZJ»¥U* = dB£ — ¿j ByUçy + 2j B%,u>ba,

where um = (<)w = w^_ X) = w(_ ,)(J, = 0 and Z?|+ is symmetric in <&, ¥. Note

that (B,"\Q = A?, (B?)00 = ,4«. In addition, (ß0a)00, (ZT ,)00 are components

of U = (3/M/90o,o and F = (dfls/ds)00, respectively.

Lemma 1. Let B^B be the components of the second covariant differential of

(/<,$)*• Then we have

Z?|*e ~ -Sie* = 2 Bfô'<s>R!jk (K^è  ~ à&à* )

^ Db D+a    ( ne   j>d DC  i}d   \
- 2atS<bK   bcd(a* "&' ~ *>& Ä** )>

where 0* = 0, (- 1)* = -1, i* = m + i and (m + i)* = í.

Proof. Taking the exterior derivative of (2) and using the structure

equations in M and N, we get the result.

Proposition 4.

-Í2(ua(j;v)a + lF(j;v)a).i,
J M
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where the differential operator Jf. Cf(fT(N)) -» Cx(f*T(N)) is defined to

be

(j;V)"= - 2 VÜ. - ?,A°R*bacd(A~?V< - Af.Yd).

Proof. From Proposition 3 it follows that d2E'/dtds =d2E"/dtds. Hence

we will calculate only 32£"/3/3i. For any fixed (u, v) E I X I, let iuv be the

injection of M to M X I X I such that im(p) = (u, v,p) for p E M. Denote

by Tuv the bundle induced by fts ° iuv from T(N). Then (3/(iJ/3i)ut) and

(9/M/3i)U)C are smooth sections of Tuv with components (B£)uv and (Btx)u¡v,

respectively. The differential of ft ° iuv is a TUÜ-valued 1-form with

components Bf in the left-hand side of (1). Hence we can put

E'(f„s) = E'(f,,s °U

Since

2 B°dB°/dt + 2 Bf 35,73/ = 2 B,aB°o + 2 B," B,a0,

we get

dE'/dt = f 2(^*1+«o)*l-

Moreover, we have

^-/wS(ía^+W(-.)+í(,%^+«-1))*i.

Using Lemma 1 and Green's theorem, we obtain the desired formula.

Lemma 2. Jf is equal to the operator Jf given by

(J/V)"= - 2 V& - ^AI'.R*bacd(IdVc - AfVd).

Proof. If the second variation of E" is calculated by the method in the

proof of Proposition 4, it follows that d2E"/dtds = fM(U, Jf V) * 1. Hence

we get fM(U,JjV) * 1 = fM(U,JfV) * 1. This is true for every variation.

Thus we obtain Jj = Jf.

From Proposition 4 and Lemma 2 it is evident that a section U of the

induced bundle is a Jacobi field iff Jj U = 0 or Jf U = 0.

Let/: M -> N be a holomorphic mapping. A section U E Cco(f*T(N)) is

said to be holomorphic if U°. = 0. This condition implies the following: For

any point p E M, take local complex coordinate systems (z,} and {wa) in the

neighborhoods of p and f(p), respectively. U has the local expression

U = lUad/dwa + 2>J"3/3wfl. Then it is holomorphic iff U" are always

holomorphic functions of the z,'s.

Theorem 2. Let f: M -* N be a holomorphic mapping. Then the index off is

zero. A section off*T(N) vanishing on dM is a Jacobi field along F iff it is
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holomorphic. Hence the nullity of f is equal to the dimension of the space of

holomorphic sections vanishing on dM.

Proof. Let

i(u, v)=( (u,j;v) *i = [ {v,j;u) * 1.
JM JM

Then it is a symmetric form on C0°°/* T(N). Since / is holomorphic, A?. = 0.

Hence (JjU)b = (Jf U)b = -2 Í/*,-. Applying the divergence theorem, we get

i(u, u)= - f 2l(ua~ü¿¡ + V¡¡u¡i¡)* i =2Í 2m.|2* I.

Thus the index of/is zero. U is a Jacobi field iff Uf, = 0.

For an antiholomorphic mapping, we can obtain a similar result. From the

above theorem, it easily follows that a vector field on a Kaehler manifold M

is a Jacobi field along the identity mapping of M iff it is holomorphic. For

example, let M be a compact Kaehler manifold with negative first Chern

class. Then the Nullity of the identity mapping of M is zero.
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